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The Future of Parole-In Rebuttal of S.1437.
While S.1437 appears to deal with the problems of 
uncertainty and disparity in criminal sentences, 
it actually would cause more harm than good, as
serts Cecil C. McCall, chairman of the U.S. Parole 
Commission. Disparity would increase with the 
elimination of the parole release function and 
judicial discretion would be needlessly restricted, 
he adds. Congress should preserve tl)e gains made 
in the 1976 Parole Reorganization Act, and retain 
the Parole Commission in its present role as the 
term-setter for prison sentences of more than 1 
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Social Climate and P"ison Violence.-Some ex
planations of prison violence center on the per
sonal motives of chronically disruptive inmates, 
and assume that such persons are violence-prone 
in all sorts of settings, asserts author Hans Toch. 
Other explanations have centered on prison condi
tions, but have over-generalized prison impact, or 
(more frequently) they have highlighted deter
rent features, such as security measures. This 
article examines. and illustrates ways in which 
prison subenvironments may contribute to the 

year, he concludes. -i.... CON TEN T S 
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By EDWARD PABON 
Staff Assistant, Community Service Societ'y, New York City 

DESPITE all the defects found by its critics 
and the overstatement of accomplishments 
claimed by its champions, the Illinois J uve

nile Court Act of 1899 stands as a magnificent 
achievement. It revolutionized the judicial system 
by establishing a court that removed children 
from the cruel and punitive atmosphere of crim
inal court. It barred detention of juveniles in 
adult jails and required that they be separated 
from adults if unavoidably confined in the same 
institutions. It was premised upon the fact that 
children are different from adults and must be 
treated differently: "that the care, custody, and 
discipline of a child shall approximate as nearly 
as may be that which should be given by its par
ents .. ." Toward that end, it authorized probation 
services to investigate, represent, and supervise 
juveniles and placement in foster homes, private 
agencies, or institutions designed for children. 

1 Lawrence J. Schultz and Fred Cohen, "Isolationism in Juvenile 
Court Jurisdiction," in Margaret K. l1osenheim, Pursuing Justice for 
the Child. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976, pp. 20-42. 

Even more incredible, the concept spread, so that 
separate juvenile courts' replaced criminal court 
for children within less than 30 years. 

The establishment of the juvenile court stands 
as a momentous event. Today, the court and the 
system of which it is the centerpiece need to be 
refurbished, rearranged, reformed. They' need a 
new structure, new concepts, new definitions, new 
procedures. The court's jurisdiction must be ex
panded in some ways, reduced in others. Self
righteousness and omnipotence must be replaced 
by fairness, openness, and an admission of falli
bility. The juvenile court is unique; it also must 
be fair. No where is this need for fairness more 
in evidence than at the intake screening or en
trance into the juvenile justice system. 

Prior to the inje~tion of due process measures 
into the juvenile justice system through a number 
of court decisions in the 1960's and early 1970's,1 
there seems to have been little concern with peti
tioners, screening or the general operations of 
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juvenile court intake. This may have been due to 
the conception of the juvenile court as a non
adversarial, paternal body concerned with the 
well-being of the troubled youth brought before it. 

Traditionally, intake screening has been done 
by probation officers/caseworkers who received 
referrals in delinquency cases directly from police 
agencies. Upon review of the case, the probation 
officer made a decision based primarily on social 
factors whether the referral· should be brought to 
the attention of the court. Depending upon the 
officer's involvement with the particular juvenile, 
his or her philosophy with respect to what is in 
the child's best interests and his or her legal 
analysis of the case, it was either brought to the 
attention of the court and filed, or was informally 
adjusted. Under this system of screening, a juve
nile could be subject to "punishment" in the guise 
of "help" through commitment to state institu
tions. 

In the 1960's and early 1970's, there was a 
growing sense that children had fundamental 
constitutional rights at least equal to those of 
adults. It seemed fundamental to many that a 
legal analysis of the case should precede any social 
analysis where possible nonvoluntary conse
quences could flow to the child. In this light, it 
became more important that the case be screened 
for legal sufficiency so that a child would not be 
subject to even a "voluntary adjustment agree
ment" without a legally sufficient, prDsecutable 
case to justify such action. 

A second force for change was public awareness 
that juvenile crime posed a significant problem. 
There wae a growing sentiment that juveniles be 
held accountable for their crimes regardless of 
their social needs. In New York State, the Juve
nile Justice Reform Act of 1976 requires the 
Family Court, for the first time, to consider the 
protection of society as well as the needs of the 
respondents in conducting juvenile delinquency 
proceedings. Fourteen- and 15-year-old juveniles 
who are accused of "designated felony" acts, 
which would constitute certain violent felonies if 
committed by an adult, may no longer be diverted 
from Family Court processing without the con
sent of a judge. While the Act focuses on the post
p1etition stages of the court process, it raises im-

. 2 Barry Krisberg and James Austin, The Chilflren of Ismael: C:it~cal 
Perspedive on Juvenile Justice. Palo Alto, Cabf.: Mayfield PublIshmg 
Company, 1977, pp. 01-101. 

3 M.M. Levin and Rosemary Sarri, Juvenile Delinquency: A Compare:
tive Anct/ysis of Legal CodeH in the United States. Ann Arbor: Um
versity of Michigan, 1974. 

portant procedural and organizational issues with 
respect to the prepetition or screening stage. 

Thus, the tllrust of recent legislation and court 
decisions, together with the present state of dis
parity and unfairness in the present intake pro
cess,2 has prompted attention to be focused on this 
process. As underlying offenses governing the re
ferral of youngsters to court intake become more 
serious and the consequences of such referrals 
mo:.-e restrictive, there is a pressing need for 
closer examination ,of the intake screening pro
cess. 

The purpose of this article is to discuss the 
screening of cases in which j~£venile delinquency 
is alleged, in order to pose questions of standards 
and organization at intake screening. In place of 
the current intake screening system, the establish
ment of a juvenile case assessment unit in the 
office of the prosecuting attorney for a locality is 
recommended. The criteria for deciding whether 
a case would be adjusted should be the seriousness 
and circumstances of the conduct alleged, the 
juvenile's age, and the number and nature of the 
prior contacts with the juvenile court. It is hoped 
that the article will encourage government offi
cials, legislative leaders, citizens' groups and pro
fessionals to re-examine the intake mechanism, 
and that remedial action will be taken if that is 
thought necessary. 

Parells Patriae alld Ullaccountability 

Under the parens patriae concept the juvenilE: 
court has been granted very broad discretion in 
assuming jurisdiction over a wide array of youth 
problems. As an analysis of juvenile codes reveals, 
very few limits are placed on the courts in this 
regard,3 and juvenile court judges have almost 
complete discretion in determining the scope of 
court intervention. Moreover, basic to the juvenile 
court philosophy is the concept of "individualized 
justice," which asserts that decisions about the 
juvenile must be governed by his/her needs, par
ticular personal circumstances, and the requisites 
for his rehabilitation. As benevolent as these cri
teria may be, they give court officials a degree of 
discretion hardly matched anywhere in the judi
cial system. Subscribing to the principle of parens 
patriae and individualized justice gives court offi
cials the authority to determine when and how to 
intervene on the basis .of personal and profes
sional belief systems, moral commitments, percep
tions of community sentiments, and administra
tive convenience. Moreover, the lack of an active 
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appeal system results in little pressure for court grounds, hut within some limits, upon social grounds as 

well. It can cull out cases which should not be dignified 
with further court process. It can save the court from 
subsequent time consuming procedures to dismiss a case . 
It provides machinery for referral of cases to other 
agencies when appropriate and beneficial to the child. 
It is a real help in controlling the court's caseload.5 

accountability. 
A national survey implies that the excess of 

. discretion also results in objective inconsistencies 
in the modes of operation within juvenile courts 
and wide variations among them.4 Having very 
broad discretion, juvenile court officials can struc
ture and define the court's mode of operation with 
reference to a few limits. Therefore, they can 
operationalize their personal belief system in the 
court with little challenge. The only major con
straint imposed on them is the need for organiza
tional survival and maintenance. 

Juvenile court intake, in one form or another 
and under one name or another, has been a fea
tUre of juvenile courts since their inception. As 
far back as 1910, the workload and unstandard
ized method of this screening mechanism were 
noted. In 1913, when a firsthand study of leading 
courts was' made by the Committee on Juvenile 
Courts of the National Probation Association, it 
was found that nearly every probation officer 
visited had spontaneously developed some method 
of his own to informally screen juvenile cases.S 

At the local level, the court is subject to very 
few external influences or conflicts, further point
ing to the broad autonomy it enjoys. This does not 
deny that on occasion there may be a public con
troversy about court performance, when a dra
matic case or the zeal of a moral crusader stirs 
public sentiment. But these are infrequent occur
rences. Undoubtedly, juvenile courts are sensitive 
to the political undercurrents in the community 
and attempt to avoid controversy, and this serves 
as an important constraint. 

Thus, what may determine the mode of opera
tions in juvenile courts is the interaction between 
the belief system of the judges and his represent
atives, and their sensitivity to the political 'Senti
ments in the community. The combination of 
these factors generates a system of juvenile jus
tice that is particularistic, idiosyncratic, and fre
quently arbitrary. It is a system in which the 
voices of those it claims to serve are least likely 
to be heard, 

Efforts to develop more rational policies and 
reform in juvenile courts are thus highly frus
tl'ated by excess discretion in all phases of the 
court process. Judicial standards, for example, 
cannot be implemented unless the discretion is 
reduced and an effective system of accountability 
is established. 

The Intake Process ill the .Juvenile Court 

A prominent juvenile court judge has described 
court intake as a unique and valuable tool. 

Intake is a permissive tool of potentially great value 
to the juvenile court. It is unique because it permits the 
court to screen its own intake not just on jurisdiction 

• Rosemary Sarri (ed.), Brou[/ht to Justice? Juveniles, the Courts 
«ncl tho Law. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1975. ' 

Co Wallace Waalkes. "Juvenile Court Intake--A Unique and Valuable 
Tool." Cri7lw nnd Deli"quency, Vol. 10, April 1964, p. 123. 

U Sanford Fox, Modern Juvenile Justice. St. Paul, lI1inn.: West Pub
lishing Company, 1972, p. 589. 

7 Levin, op. cit. 
o New York City Depal·tment of Probation, "General Order No. 

17-77," December 1977, p. 100.01. 

In most states and in the District of Columbia , 
juvenile court statutes provide for some type of 
intake screening process. In 30 states and the Dis
trict of Columbia provisions make intake screen
ing mandatory; in eight states it is discretionary; 
and in two states provisions do not clearly indi
cate whether there is either mandatory or discre
tionary intake screening. 7 The Family Court Act' 
of the State of New YOl~k provides that the rules 
of court may authorize the probation service to 
undertake screening. However, the 1962 Rules of 
the Family Court as adopted by the Administra
tive Board of the Judicial Conference of the State 
of New York provides that the probation service 
shall undertake intake screening. As mentioned 
above, a 1976 amendment to the Family Court Act 
prohibits the screening and diversion of a youth 
accused of a "designated felony" act without the 
consent of a judge. 

In New York State, intake screening proce
dures for the juvenile court are provided by the 
local department of probation, which are orga
nized differently in terms of. function, type of 
client, or location in the various counties. As 
defined by the New York City Department of Pro
bation, intake's primary responsibilities are "to 
examine situations to establish jurisdiction, as
certain persons who can be diverted through re
ferral to other treatment resources or held at the 
intake level for short term counseling, and to 
forward to the court those matters requiring judi
cial intervention."s Whether or not these services 
are performed, probation provides a valuable 
function by shielding the court from disastrous 
caseloads. In 1975, 62 percent (26,083) of all 
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alleged delinquency cases in New York State were 
adjusted at intake.9 

However, as with so much of the juvenile law, 
little detail regarding probable cause or suffi
ciency of evidence is available in the state codes; 
statutes generally suggest that the interest of the 
public and the juvenIle should govern the screen
ing decisionmaking process. Thus, the statutory 
regulations do not provide the court intake officers 
with operating guidelines which could aid them 
in making decisions on whether or not to refer a 
case to court or to attempt to divert the case from 
court through adjustment, referral to an agency, 
or counseling. The questions of which juveniles 
and which petitions are to be screened in or out 
are left to the discretion of the individual officer. 
In fact, according to a recent report, "Criteria, set 
down in probation guidelines, cannot be applied 
to individual cases except in very general terms 
and that, rather, it was often up to the personal 
inclinations of a specific intake officer to deter
mine what would happen."10 

The Decisionmaking P"ocess at Intake 

The lack of standards governing decisionmak
ing at the intake level implies a confidence that 
frivolous or inappropriate referrals will somehow 
be screened out. Yet, some researchers have found 
little standarization in the handling of juveniles 
at this level. 

Kinney, Klem, and Myers utilized case records 
from a random sample of 870 youngsters referred 
to Cook County (Illinois) intake during 1947-48 
in determining the association between 21 family, 
offender, and offense related variables and the ex
tent of supervision received by the court.u They 
found that seriousness of present offense, offend
er's prior record, and number of previous court 
appearances to be strong correlates of handling. 
Still significant but much less so were the extent 
of previous institutional or foster care experience, 
and identity of the complainant. The researchers 
concluded that treatment-relevant factors were 

, 0 Division of Criminal Justice Services, 1977 Comprehensive Crime 
Control Plan, New York State, p. 143. 

10 Division of Criminal Justice Services, Probation: Problem Oriented 
Problem Plagued, undated, p. 34. 

11 J. Kinney, J. Klem, and S. Myers, "Selective Factors Involved in 
Differential Treatment of Youth Offenders at the Juvenile Court of 
Cook County," unpublisbed M.A. thesis, University of Chicago, 1971. 

" J.W. Eaton and K. Polk, Mea8uring Delinquency. Pittsburg: Uni
versity of Pittsburg Press, 1961. 

13 R.M. Terry, "Screening of Juvenile. Offenders: A Study of Societal 
Reaction to Deviant Behavior," dissertation. Ann Arbor: University 
Microfilms, 1965. 

14 R.G. Kiekbusch, "Juvenile Court Intake: Correlates of Disposition-
ing," dissertation, Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1972. _ 

15 Hen\'y Paquin, Charcateri8tic8 of Young8ter8 Referred to l<'amily 
Court In,~1$8 and Factor8 Related to Their Proce88ing, Albany: State 
University of New York, 1976. 

not operative at the intake level, for reasons 
which they could not determine. Sorting by of
fense history may well have been seen as a simple 
method of classifying cases for further processing 
which did not require great effort on the part of 
the intake staff. 

Eaton and Polk found in examining the 8,615 
juvenile cases referred to the Los Angeles County 
probation intake unit in the year 1956, that the 
previous referral record greatly in1luenced intake 
decisions.12 In addition, they found that family 
configurations and juvenile'S age were also signifi
cant factors. Finally, Eaton and Polk found that 
seriousness of present offense played an insignifi
cant role in the intake decisionmaking process
a finding in direct contradiction with the Kinney, 
et al., study. The study's findings of family struc
ture and age as significant factors, coupled with 
the rejection of seriousness of present offense as 
a factor, introduced to juvenile justice research 
the notion that nonlegal variables were playing 
crucial roles in the juvenile intake process. 

Terry collected record information on all police 
referrals to the Racine County (Wisconsin) juve
nile court intake from January 1958 to December 
1962.13 Three of the twelve record variables ex
amined were found to be significantly related to 
intake decisionmaking: seriousness of the present 
offense; number of previous offenses; and age. In 
agreement with previous studies, he found socio
economic status, race, sex, ethnicity, to be unre
lated to intake processing. 

Kiekbusch observed a juvenile court's operation 
at St. Joseph County (Indiana) in which he col
lected record data on 13 suspected determinant 
variables of processing on a 20 percent systematic 
random sample of all delinquency referrals to in
take for the years 1970-1971.14 The study found 
the following five "strongest" predicators of dis
positioning: (1) prior disposition index, (2) fam
ily configuration, (3) current legal status, (4) 
social control function of cq:mplainant, and (5) 
present offense index. His findings show sex, race, 
age~ ethnicity to be unimportant factors in intake 
decisionmaking. 

Harris and associates examined 300 recorded 
cases in the intake unit of an upstate county in 
New York State, and found that family and school 
data were far more powerful predicators of sever
ity of handling and placement than any past or 
present delinquency information.15 Juveniles with 
poor home situations, poor school performance, 
and residence in low status neighborhoods were 
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generally more likely than any other youngsters 
to be referred by probation for a court hearing. 

Finally, Cohen investigated processing deci
sions in three juvenile courts as to formal petition 
vs. informal handling of the case.1G The first court 
was most apt to have formal petitions filed against 
juveniles based on seriousness of the offense, re
ferral agency, and the detention decision outcome. 
The second court's decision to file a formal peti
tion was related to the seriousness of the offense, 
the number of previous court referrals, and the 
detention decision outcome. Finally, the decision 
was related in the third court to being idle, being 
referred by a miscellaneous agency, and coming 
from a broken home. The author concluded that 
the factors most closely associated with process
ing decisions appear to vary considerably among 
the .three courts, and the ability to account for a 
large proportion of the variance in these decisions 
is limited. However, there is "some evidence to 
suggest that nonlegal factors such as being idle 
or being referred to the court by parents, school, 
or welfare agents lead to unfavorable conse
quences in terms of the type of treatment meted 
out by the court."17 

It is difficult to summarize the colle~tive find
ings of the studies reviewed because of the sub
stantial contradictions which they represent. It 
seems clear that the factors which determine the 
flow of juveniles through intake to court are,com
plex in themselves and in their interactions, and 
that we know very little about the process 
whereby some juveniles are screened out of the 
juvenile justice system and others formally en
tered. This question of which juveniles are ap
propriate for informal handling has been a per
plexing one for intake units all along, and has 
become more of a problem with the move toward 
greater diversion. The research literature exam
ined suggests that intake units are taking a broad 
variety of offense, offender, and family related 
factors in their consideration in the screening I 

decision. Such a variety of factors, many of which 
are nonlegal variables, must be assessed in terms 
of fairness, reducing discretion, and increasing 
accountability. 

lQ Lawrence Cohen, Delinquency Dispositions: An E?tlpirical Analysis 
of ProceSSin{1 Decisions in 7'hree Juvenile Courts, Washington, D.C.: 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1975. 

17 Ibid., 1'. 54. 
19 New York City Department of Probation, op. cit., p. 100.08. 
111 Division of Criminal Justice Services, Juvenile Violence, April 

1976, p. 61. 

Tile Failure of Probation Intake 

The New York State Family Court Act author
izes the Probation Department to perform intake 
screening to determine in which cases it is in the 
best interest of the child and the community to 
proceed with court processing. It does not specify 
the basis upon which this determination is to be 
made. Moreover, the administrative regulations 
of department of probation do not specify the 
weigh of assessment or provide specific guidelines 
for consideration of their respective criteria. For 
example, the General Orders of the New York 
City Department of Probation state merely that: 

A referral to court is to be made when the following 
situations occur: 

1. The refusal of the respondent to participate in the 
intake process, provided the complainant desires to pro
ceed. 

2. A request by any party for access to court is made. 
3. A designated felony act is alleged. 
4. Class A & B felonies and assault in the first degree 

other than designated felony acts are alleged. 
5. A case requires legal determination for resolution. 
6. There is need for detention. 
7. A pattern of delinquent behavior appears to exist. 
8. There is a pending delinquency proceeding.1s 

As with so much of the juvenile law and admin
istrative regulations, little detail regarding prob
able cause or sufficiency of evidence is available. 
Factors such as seriousness of present offense, 
past delinquency record, and strength of the all e·· 
gations interact with the juvenile'S and parent's 
cooperativeness, intake's resources, and the ever
present issue of "best interest" of youngster and 
community to make the decision a very complex 
one. As a result, individual intake officers are 
largely responsible for making intake decisions 
based upon informal criteria derived from their 
own experience and observations. 

It has been generally assumed that a large pro
portion of the cases which are referred to the 
juvenile court reflect an underlying felony allega
tion and/or a pattern of prior adjustments for 
delinquency. Yet, research has found little uni
formity in the handling of juveniles at the various 
levels of the juvenile court process and the same 
offense may result in different handling, or differ
ent offenses may result in identical handling de
pending on the individual officer. The Office of 
Children's Services Report on Violent Juveniles 
reported that 53.5 percent of juvenile arrests for 
a felony against the person in New York City 
were adjusted at intake, and an additional 27.2 
percent were dismissed or withdrawn at the fact
finding hearing.19 Another study of six counties 
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in New York State indicated that an overwhelm
ing number of intake officers stated that they 
depended heavily on their perceptions of the atti
tude of the youth and his parents in decisionmak
ing.20 The study also reported that two-thirds of 
all burglary and about half of all robbery charges 

. were adjusted at intake, whereas two-thirds of all 
runaways and half of all truancy and ungovern
ability cases ended up in court.21 

Since some intake officers lack the training, ex
perience, and judgment to make screening deci
sions wisely, some juveniles who have committed 
serious criminal offenses and who should be ju
dicially processed for the sake of public safety are 
handled nonjudicially. COHversely, juveniles who 
do not present any real threat to public safety 
may be unnecessarily processed and ~uffer the de
trimental consequences of being stigmatised as a 
delinquent as a result. The variation in disposi
tion of case by offense raises serious questions as 
to the purpose served at intake in such courts. 

How effective in terms of recidivism is proba
tion intake? One study indicated that 44.1 percent 
of sampled cases referred by intake to an agency 
re-entered the juvenile justice system on a subse
quent complaint or offense within one year of the 
initial contact. 22 In fact, the recidivism rate on 
cases referred to an agency was much higher than 
the recidivism rate for any bther disposition, i.e., 
adjustment or termination. Another study showed 
that 53.3 percent of the youth in a sample of ad
justed cases had been charged with a delinquent 
or criminal act on more than one occasion after 
the adjustment in the study; 27.6 percent had 
four or. more charges.23 

Finally, intake screening can conserve scarce 
jUdICIal resources. As it has been pointed out, 
more than half of all delinquency cases brought 
to the attention of the courts are handled nonju
dicially without the filing of a petition at the in
take level. During 1975, a total of 25,668 new peti
tions of alleged delinquency were filed in New 
York City Family Court. Out of this total of new 
petitions filed, intake officers closed 15,894 cases 
without referring them to the court for a petition, 
while referring 9,774 for court processing. 24 Yet, 
this function is not consistently and fairly per-

20 New York State Senate Research Service. Fa'mily COllrt-Tho 
SYRtam Tlwt Fetils All, Albany, May 1977, p. 56. 

2l IIlid, , p. 58. 
"" Family Court Task Force, N.Y.C. Department of Probation, Fam

ily Conrt Intake Proce8ainn, Economic Development Council, April 1976, 
p, 26. 

"" Division of Criminal Justice Services, Intake Adillatmenta, unpub-
lished study, September 1977. . 

2< ________________________ , 1977 Comprehensive Cri·ma Control Plan, 
New York State, p. 144. 

2' Ibid., p. 192. 

formed by current intake procedures. In 1975, 34 
percent of delinquency cases petitioned to court 
in New York City were dismissed for failure of 
proof at either the factfinding 01' dispositional 
leve1.25 

Reducing Discretion 

It should stand as a "given" that any court is a 
court of law, where legal matters are processed 
according to regularized procedures and rules, 
where lawyers are central to the presentation of 
cases, and where there is a developed body of case 
law upon which judicial decisionmaking is based. 
Yet, such a legal environment has not character
ized juvenile courts until recent years, and, still, 
today, juvenile court adherence to legal regularity 
is erratic. 

It is clear, and understandable, that the juvenile 
court plays only a minor role in preventing or 
controlling juvenile delinquency. Other institu
tions and informal arrangements, notably the 
family, are far more important in directing juve
niles away from the law violations in which 
nearly all apparently engage at one time or an
other, and toward law-abiding social behavior. 
Nevertheless, limited as they may be, the duties 
of the juvenile court and its services are inescap
able. And the way in which they are discharged 
is important, if not decisive. A civilized society 
has the right to demand fair, firm response to 
deviant behavior. Serious misconduct by juveniles 
should not and cannot be ignored, nor can threat 
of serious harm to children. 

Agencies of law enforcement and justice are 
the usual instruments to implement social con
demnation of intolerable conduct. That they per
form their duties faithfully is eminently desira
ble; that they perform them with scrupulous 
attention to fairness and procedural regularity is 
vital. The commitment to due process is as im
portant in juvenile justice as it is when adults are 
held to account for antisocial conduct. It seems 
fundamental that a case be screened for legal 
sufficiency and appropriateness prior to a social 
analysis whel:e a child would be subject to even a 
"voluntary adjustment agreement" without a le
gally sufficient, prosecutable case to justify such 
action. The state, in seeking to promote the "best 
interest of the child," is not licensed thereby to 
proceed in irregular ways. 

Some discretion on the part of the intake official 
in making screening decisions is not only neces
sary but desirable, especially since the filing of a 
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petition and the judicial handling of a complaint 
may well have detrimental consequences. Intake 
officers, however, can and apparently do abuse 
their broad and largely uncontrolled discretion in 
intake dispositional decisions when they exercise 
this discretion in an abrJtrary or discriminatory 
manner. This is the fact when highly subjective 
value judgments are enforced, or when factors 
such as race, sex, and socioeconomics status, 

\ which should have no bearing on the intake dis
positional outcome, actually do. 20 

A Juvenile Case Assessment Unit 

With respect to juvenile delinquency matters, 
the juvenile court should ideally be reserved (and 
have adequate resources) for the deliberate reso
lution of cases involving serious criminal conduct. 
The intake process should protect the court from 
matters which do not require elaborate factfinding 
procedures or "criminal-like" sanctions, i.e., vic
timless and/or minor offenses, while still en
deavoring to protect society by sending on as 
many legally sufficient cases as possible where 
sanctioning appears necessary. 

The establishment of a juvenile case assessment 
unit within an office of the criminal prosecuting 
attorney of a locality, authorized to screen all 
cases in which there appears to be the possibility 
of a delinquency petition, is a viable alternative to 
the present intake screening service. Current at
tempts to devise a new system whereby a proba
tion officer would assess the case fro:!l1 a social 
perspective, followed by a prosecutqr assessing 
the legal sufficiency of the. case, fail to confront 
the crucial issue of inconsistent patterns of filing. 
The assessment unit, staffed by specially trained 
assistant prosecuting attorneys, would determine 
whether there is a legally sufficient case and 
whether it is of sufficie.Qt seriousness to prosecute. 
If a case canI).ot be prosecuted due to lack of 
evidence, non-legal considerations are unimpor
tant to the decision. 

The legislative mandated criteria for deciding 
whether a case should be adjusted or petitioned 
should be seriousness and the circumstances of 
the conduct alleged against the juvenile, the age of 
the juvenile, the number and nature of the prior 
contacts with the court, and the use of the least 
intrusive alternative consistent with the protec
tion of society. 27 

20 Krisberg-, op. cit., p. 100. 
27 M. Singer, "Sending Men to Prison: Constitutionnl AS]leets of the 

Burden of Proof and the Doctrine of Lenst Restrictive Alternative as 
m~~ied to Sentencing Determination," Cornell Law Review. Vol. 58. 

(a) Degree of Injury Caused or Risked: In de
ciding whether a case should be adjusted or peti
tioned to court, the assistant prosecuting attorney 
should be guided by the degree of injury caused 
or risked in a typical case. In choosing among the 
allowable intake dispositions, the AP A would con
sider the offense in terms of the particular cir
cumstances of its occurrence. He/she would be 
guided by the recognition that the greater the ju
venile's responsibility for the offense, the greater 
the justification for a more coercive intake dis
position. Mitigating or aggravating circum
stances, of course, are factors in choosing a less 
severe disposition. 

(b) Age and Pri01' Rec01'd: The age of the ju
venile is also relevant to the determination of the 
seriousness of his/her behavior. In most cases, the 
older the juvenile, the greater is his/her responsi
bility for breaking the law. Similarly, the fact 
that a juvenile had a record free of prior serious 
offenses would indicate a less severe intake dis
position and vice versa. 

(c) Least Int'tusive Alternative: The excercise 
of discretion should be guided by a presumption 
of minimal intervention in the life of the juvenile. 
The least intrusive/restrictive category of intake 
disposition should be considered and rejected by 
the intake official before more restrictive sanc
tions are reached. 

Essentially, a case should be petitioned to the 
court when the facts indicate that some form of 
coercive intervention may be necessary.to protect 
the community. If this judgment is made, then the 
juvenile'S interest in being given a rehabilitative 
opportunity can only be granted credence within 
the confines of what is necessary to protect the 
community. The juvenile'S maturity, school at
tendance and behavior, family situation and re
lationships, home environment, and attitude 
sh~)Uld be relevant to an intake screening decision, 
but should assume lesser importance than the 
above legislative-mandated criteria in discretion
ary decisionmaking. The factors that are not 
relevant include, but are not necessarily limited to 
the juvenile's race, ethnic background, religion, 
sex, and economic status. 

Screening for the purpose of determining the 
legal merits of a complaint and for a determina
tion of the protection of the community should be 
carried out by experienced, specially trained as
sistant prosecuting attorneys. All cases in which 
the facts appear to involve underlying conduct 
which would constitute a felony or a misdemeanor 
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in adult proceedings should be screened to assess 
the evidence, determine whether adjustment is 
appropriate and arrive at a recommendation as 
to whether the juvenile should be free pending a 
hearing. The respondent should have the right to 
counsel if he/she so requests. 

The juvenile case assessment unit should retain 
the discretion to adjust any case alleging juvenile 
delinquency, even if the case involved a serious 
violent crime. By "adjust" we mean a decision 
not to proceed to petition, even though a legal 
case appears to lie. Adjustment mayor may not 
be coupled with counseling or referral. If adjust
ment is on condition that the juvenile accept coun
seling or a treatment alternative, the juvenile 
should have the right to have the case against him 
tested in court if he so wishes. Intake screening 
and the nonjudicial handUng of complaints is ex
tremely valuable in protecting some juveniles 
against the negative aspects of court processing 
and in diverting legally insufficient cases. Even in 
serious situations, the circumstances are occasion
aUy such that adjustment is defensible as being 
in the social interest. 

The tasks of the probation service would be 
limited to the performance of social service func
tions and referral with respect to cases sent to 
probation for adjustment by the juvenile case as
sessment unit after screening. The removal from 
the probation service of the inappropriate quasi
prosecutorial role should enable them to concen
trate more effectively on their remaining func
tions as a service delivery system. The probation 
officer would become freer to deal with the juve
nile and his/her family as a direct service pro
vider, enabler, an advocate, a mediator, an orga
nizer, and a developer. 

The role prescriptions for the probation officer 
functioning in the enabler role is that of guidance, 
advice, and assistance to the juvenile and the fam
ily. In the role of advocate, the officer persuades 
other individuals or agencies to represent the in
terests of his/her client. The focus is on an orga
nization providing the client with services. The 
role of mediator requires the officer to function 
as a negotiator and arbitratol', assisting the client 
in resolving disputes with other peers or with 
organizations or various authorities. The orga
nizer role entails functions that resolve around 
social change goals. The focus is addressed to re
solve the subtle institutional and societal prob-

lems that propel youth into deviancy and delin
quency. Finally, the role requirements to fulfill 
the developer's role is that of nurturing and de
veloping the indigenous community so that func
tional patterns of adapting to social conditions 
can occur. 

If in the opinion of the assistant prosecuting 
attorney, the case is so legally or factually defi
cient that it is very unlikely to meet the legal 
burden of proof, he/she would have the right to 
refuse to proceed to petition. Where the jurisdic
tion of the court cannot be legally invoked, or the 
facts are such that conduct constituting juvenile 
delinquency clearly cannot be proved, the case 
should be screened out of the intake process fi
nally and enti1'ely. A case which is legally or fac
tually deficient, would not be sent to the probation 
service for adjustment; instead, juvenile justice 
contact would be completely terminated. If on the 
other hand, the circumstances appear to involve 
matters which militate against adjustment, the 
assistant prosecuting attorney would proceed im
mediately to petition. 

A Modicum of Fairness 

Discretion, of course, cuts in many directions; 
it can serve as a tool to treat a juvenile fairly or 
unfairly, harshly or with lenience. While discre
tion favoring "leniency" results in frequent news
paper and television reports, discretion favoring 
"harshness" or resulting in unjust dispositional 
sanctions goes practically unnoticed by the public 
and its political representatives. Seen in this 
light, legislative requirements that specific cri
teria must be met and stated before a juvenile'S 
case is adjusted or petitioned to court at the in
take level, might well bring about a greater de
gree of fairness at this level. Seen in another 
light, the diminution of discretion at the intake 
level continlles the evolution begun by the land
mark GAULT decision a decade ago. GAULT and 
its progeny ushered due process rights into the 
factfinding process and, as a result, severely 
limited the great discretion enjoyed by juvenile 
court judges during the adjudicatory phase of de
linquency procedings. If there is a re-examination 
of the intake screening process along the lines 
suggested in this article, then it may help to bring 
a modicum of fairness to the screening phase of 
the juvenile justice process as well. 
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